Shopping Guide
Here’s a sneak peek at just some of the yarn, samples, kits and other goodies that
several dyers and makers are bringing with them to Indie Untangled.
A few vendors are doing preorders of special products to pick up at the show. Links
to those preorders are included here.
We hope this helps you plan your shopping!
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Asylum Fibers — Booth #19
Asylum Fibers focuses
on in-your-face, vibrant
tones and one-of-akind colorways on
both versatile and
luxurious bases. The
brand name was
thought up in order
to incorporate the
playfulness of horror
flicks while leveraging
the other meaning of
the word “asylum,”
acknowledging that
crafting is such a
wonderful, meaningful
form of therapy and
comfort.
Asylum Fibers is bringing 1,000+ skeins of fingering-weight and DK yarn this year, including MCN,
100% Superwash Merino and plenty of sparkle. You’ll also be able to grab a jumbo 200g skein of
super bulky in an OOAK color if you’re looking for some instant gratification.
In addition to her beautiful hand-dyed yarn, Stephanie will be bringing a variety of project bags,
sewn and quilted by her mother Susan, the Oak Grove Quilter, based in Vassalboro, Maine.
Mina Philipp has designed the Hunter’s Moon Shawl to be released on Ravelry in conjunction with
the trunk show. Asylum Fibers and Lavender Lune Yarn Co. teamed up to create two exclusive
kits for this shawl pattern, and you can find them at their booth, along with Mina and the sample
shawl!
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Canon Hand Dyes — Booth #21
Canon Hand Dyes
specializes in mini
skeins, gradients
and self-striping
yarns, all hand dyed
and inspired by
literature.

I have all kinds of kits and sets and gradients and stripes dyed up for the Indie Untangled Trunk
Show, including several things that will make their debut at this show!
•

I’ve written up a new cowl pattern that will be released the week after Rhinebeck, but will be
included with purchase of the kit during the trunk show. The pattern is called Graduated
Stripes, and uses one 50g skein of Yak Silk Luxe and one box of speckled 10g minis.

•

Also new to the trunk show are my Bulky Gradient Hat Kits; these kits include one bulky skein
of yarn and one faux fur pompom with snap, and are great for last minute gift knitting!

•

With just a few weeks to go before Rhinebeck, if you’ve not started your Rhinebeck Sweater,
it’s likely too late to start now, but if the new Throwback pattern by Andrea Mowry has itching
to start next year’s sweater, I will have colorwork sets of three half skeins to help get you
started!

In addition to the items highlighted above, I will have loads of mini-skein sets, self-striping yarn
(including the highly addictive Polar Opposites!), gradient cakes and shawl kits galore. Can’t wait
to see you all on Friday!
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The Farmer’s Daughter Fibers — Booth #17
The Farmer’s
Daughter Fibers
specializes in handdyed fiber inspired
by our Blackfeet
heritage, Cowboy
Culture and The Last
Best Place.

Coming with us to Indie Untangled will be our Juicy DK, Craggy Tweed, Mighty Mo, Foxy Lady and
Soka’pii. We are excited to also release our new Montana- and Wyoming-sourced Rambouillet
in DK weight yarn, Pishkun. We will also be bringing along our new FDF Trucker Hats, travel size
Wool Wash and custom Wax and Wool candles.
Caitlin Hunter will be joining the fun and be hanging in our booth throughout the afternoon with
her newest design, Ramblin’ Woman, releasing at Indie Untangled! If you joined the Ramblin’
Rhinebeck KAL this is the perfect time to come get your pin!
Last but not least, we will have not only a beautiful autumn-inspired Indie Untangled colorway,
but also a new collection called Moon Sisters.
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Fuse Fiber Studio — Booth #5
Fuse Fiber Studio is
a small-batch yarn
dyeing company
located in Avon,
Connecticut. We are
best known for our
delicate speckles and
one-of-a-kind tonals.

We are so excited to be at Indie Untangled for the first time this year!
We are bringing a collection of five different bases dyed in a ton of different colors for maximum
yarn shopping fun: Fifi DK (a new limited-edition base), Fuse Merino DK, Fuse Fingering, Fuse
Merino Singles and Fuse Sock.
We will also have so many gorgeous samples to share with you! We will be showcasing the
Marettimo tee and Zweig sweater by Caitlin Hunter, the Ixchel sweater by Catherine Clark (with
limited-edition kits featuring Fuse Fiber Studio and Six and Seven Fiber), Dotted Rays - Speckled
Fade by Stephen West, the Shusui Shrug by Susanne Sommer, The V-Back Tee by Jamie
Hoffman and many more!
We will also be debuting our new 20g mini skeins called “Sparks!” All the colors in the Spark Mini
Skein Sets will be one of a kind and exclusive to Indie Untangled!
We can’t wait to help you find the perfect colors for your next project!
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Hue Loco — Booth #30
Hue Loco specializes
in hand-dyed
yarns inspired by
color, nature and
community.

We will be bringing five sock bases and sweater quantities of DK, along with worsted, bulky and
mohair. Of the nine bases that will be offered, three are new!
We’ll be bringing our new Fall palette of 12 colorways as well as these new colorways: Yas Queen,
Sunny Hunny, Flower Child, Whale Song and Bumble.
In addition, our new Backyard Chicken Collection 2018, K2TOG Sock Sets and Color Riot 10g Fall
Palette Mini Sets will be coming to Indie Untangled this year!
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Indie Untangled — Booth #1
Indie Untangled is
the place to discover
hand-dyed yarn and
fiber, handspun yarn,
knitting-related
notions and
accessories.

We are excited to host a collection of event exclusives! La Bien Aimée has created two
exclusive colorways, Kingston and Hudson, that Melanie Berg used to create her Rainshadow
shawl, which will be released the week of Indie Untangled. The Indie Untangled booth will
have Rainshadow kits available, along with a limited number of single skeins of each colorway.
Other event exclusives at the Indie Untangled booth include:
•

Asymmetry, an exclusive colorway from UK-based dyer Black Elephant.

•

The return of Julie Asselin’s Road To Rhinebeck, accompanied by the complementary
semisolid Odyssée.

•

Indie Untangled mugs from our friends at Portland, Oregon-based JaMpdx.

•

Stash Rabbit enamel pins designed by the talented Eloise Narrigan.

…and much more!
There will of course be event tote bags, and a limited number of event T-shirts featuring the
adorable Stash Rabbit will be available.
Some of the yarn and event exclusives are available to preorder on the Indie Untangled website
to pick up at the show until October 17.
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Junkyarn — Booth # 15
Junkyarn Hand-Dyed
Yarns are inspired by
women from all walks
of life. From actresses
to activists, women
inspire us every day.
We produce vibrant
hand-dyed yarns
from our small studio
in Raleigh, North
Carolina. We seek to
create colorways that
represent women and
female-identifying
people from past and
present, real life and
fiction.

For Indie Untangled this year, we are focusing on our Smooth Sock and Boss Sock fingering
weight bases as well as our Junkyarn DK. We will also be debuting our new Bloom Merino/mohair
blend fingering weight spun exclusively for Junkyarn by North Carolina mill Echo View. We will
have Bloom in all our semisolid colorways, which are named for North Carolina wildflowers –
perfect for fall and winter sweaters and colorwork projects.
Christina Danaee (@xtinawithwolves on Instagram) will be in the booth with her new colorwork
design in Junkyarn Smooth Sock. We will also have samples on display from Rachel Barish of
Born and Raised Knits (@bornandraisedknits on Instagram).
Our Halloween 2018 colorways will be available at Indie Untangled on both Smooth and Boss
Sock.
The Queens & Consorts series of colorways, inspired by the six wives of Henry VIII, will be
available in mini skein kits (along with a digital download code for Junkyarn Designs’ newest fade
sock pattern – Reine Socks) and in full skeins on Smooth and Boss Sock.
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Katrinkles — Booth #11
Katrinkles makes
buttons, wearable
accessories, and tools
for fiber artists out of
durable woods. All
of our products are
made in house on our
studio’s three laser
cutting machines.
Each piece is lovingly
designed, carefully
crafted and handfinished in Providence,
Rhode Island.

We make tools for knitting, crocheting, spinning, weaving, embroidery and needlepoint. We also
make stitchable ornaments that are knitting themed (such as sweaters, hats, socks, mittens and
sheep) and tags to embellish your work and bamboo buttons to fasten your sweaters. We’ll have
an assortment of everything we make in our booth at Indie Untangled, along with some fun
event-exclusive products.
We’re happy to customize tags, custom buttons, name tags and project bag ID tags to be picked
up at the show. Here’s a link to the custom items we make.
Please use code YAYINDIEUNTANGLED when checking out and place your order by midnight
EST on October 15 to be able to pick up custom items at the show.
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Lambstrings Yarn — Booth #24
Lambstrings Yarn
creates hand-dyed
yarns in unique and
original colorways
inspired by life around
us. Our mission is
to provide the most
beautiful building
blocks for your most
treasured handmade
items.

Bases will include Feather Lace (silk/mohair lace), Sadie Singles (single-ply Merino
fingering), Tralala Sock (Merino/nylon sock) and Ewetopia DK (Merino DK).
Home Again is our brand new exclusive Indie Untangled colorway and will be available on
all four bases at the event.
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Little Fox Yarn — Booth #6
Little Fox Yarn
is known for a
sophisticated, tonal
color palette and
luxuriously soft yarn
bases inspired by the
Blue Ridge mountains
of Virginia where
Aimee grew up.

Little Fox will have a range of yarn bases from fingering to worsted weight available in our
comprehensive palette of rich, livable colorways, including four new colors for fall. We will
also have an Indie Untangled exclusive colorway available on our Vixen base and we will be
introducing our new Little Mo base during the show. Little Mo is a laceweight yarn in a heavenly
blend of mohair and silk. Squishing one skein will tell you why everyone wants a little mohair in
their lives these days!
Along with the yarn Little Fox is bringing their brand-new Ladies of the Knit totes, hand printed in
Richmond, Virginia, as well as new enamel pins and stitch markers.
We will feature designs by Nell Ziroli, a new cowl by Caitlin Hunter and brand-new four-color
Vixen kits that will inspire you to knit all the things. Stop by our booth to pet the yarn, love the
samples and say hello to Aimee and Brian too!
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Leading Men Fiber Arts — Booth #28
Leading Men Fiber
Arts specializes in
hand-dyed yarns
dyed in semisolid,
variegated, speckled
and gradient
techniques.

We will be bringing a range of fingering weight yarns with us featuring fibers like Merino,
Bluefaced Leicester, silk and yak. We will also have kits for Suvi Simola’s Ground Pepper sweater,
which is a top-down, v-neck sport weight sweater featuring a speckled gradient.
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Magpie Fibers — Booth #8
Magpie Fibers hand
dyes luxury yarns in
historic Frederick,
Maryland.

We will have the following bases at Indie Untangled: Swanky DK, Swanky Sock, Domestic
Worsted, Solstice DK, Solo Fingering and our new Plush Bulky.
Designers Andrea Mowry and Bristol Ivy will be in our booth to chat with customers and help
with color selections. We will also be selling kits for the Ixchel sweater by Catherine Clarke,
the Teroldego shawl by Caitlin Hunter and Andrea’s The Throwback sweater and Baubles
shawl.
We will also be debuting a special Rhinebeck color at Indie Untangled.
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One Geek to Craft Them All — Booth #23
One Geek to Craft
Them All makes stitch
markers, notions
pouches, project
bags, and jewelry for
all crafters. Inspired
by music, movies,
books, history, and
more! I bring a nerdy
flair to all I make.

An exclusive set of stitch markers for this year’s Indie Untangled can be preordered here until
October 15.
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Pandia’s Jewels — Booth #29
At Pandia’s Jewels,
all of my yarns are
hand dyed in very
small batches so that
each skein of yarn is
a jewel of its own.

This year I will be bringing my Rhinebeck or Bust colorway along with a variety of speckled and
tonal colors on everything from fingering to worsted weight.
If you have not already preordered the Rhinebeck or Bust color, I will have a limited supply of
individual skeins and kits on both my Snug and Super Sparkle Fingering bases. Besides yarn, I
will also have a small selection of enamel pins, patches, stitch markers, notions pouches and
tote bags.
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Ritual Dyes — Booth #22
Ritual Dyes is an
independent dye
house out of Portland,
Oregon, that focuses
on wearable, subtle
colorways of handdyed yarn.

We also offer a line of modern project bags, including the Knitter’s Backpack. We will be bringing
along kits for Caitlin Hunter’s Alyeska pattern, an exclusive yarn colorway for the event and a
special holiday color of the Knitter’s Backpack.
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Shelli Can — Booth #16
Shelli designs punny
enamel pins, tees,
bags and other
accessories for fiber
lovers.

She’ll be bringing her full product lineup with her to Indie Untangled including:
Enamel pins, progress keepers, keychains, magnets, mugs, stickers, tees, totes and zip pouches.
She’ll have all items that are currently available online as well as her new Festival Essentials
collection.
You can also expect to see some fun collaborations with a few of your favorite fiber makers
including:
•

Tuft Woolens lip balm, hand balm, and sock soap minis in Shelli Can exclusive scents
Butterbeer and Lavender & Earl Grey (new scent!).

•

Havirland custom self-striping and variegated sock yarns (100g skeins and 25g minis).

•

Katrinkles custom magnets and needle gauge rulers.

You will be able to preorder on her website. Preorders will run from approximately October
5-12 and are for pickup only at Indie Untangled (booth #16). Please check her website and/or
Instagram for more details.
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Yarn Culture — Booth #31
At Yarn Culture, we
inspire knitters with
a curated selection
of yarn, patterns and
garment samples
from around the
corner and around
the world.

This year we are featuring four of our favorite dyers at the Trunk Show: Spun Right Round from
Rochester, New York; Crave Yarn from Santa Fe, New Mexico; WalkCollection from Aschaffenburg,
Germany and The Uncommon Thread from Brighton, England.
We’ll have a stunning selection of Spun Right Round yarn dyed in open stock and kits including
the Slow Curves Shawl by Joji Locatelli and sweaters by Caitlin Hunter, including Zweig and
Guthrie. Renee has dyed up a beautiful selection of favorite colorways as well as several of her
newer ones.
We’ll feature a limited assortment of hand-dyed yarn by Amor from Crave Yarn especially for
Indie Untangled along with kits for Birds of a Feather by Andrea Mowry.
We’re also featuring Melanie Berg’s popular new book, Shawls: Knit in Style. Ticket holders can
preorder the book here to pick up at the show. We’re accepting preorders for the book until
October 16.
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram for a sneak peak of other kits and samples we’ll have at the
show!
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